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We need to agree upon and support a changeover to a society run by Natural Law herein the Rights of the living man 

and woman of, on, and in the living land and the living water in the living space = the Law of One Creator self, in a 

new, free world of real direct democracy free from today's tyrants of politicians, Vatican, royalty, technocrats and 

some of the most evil: the bank families behind all wars - with the assistance of their freemason puppets who today are 

slaughtering mankind with lies, lockdowns, manipulated weather disasters, food shortages, murder by ventilator and 

lethal injections posing as vaccinations. Today's law systems aid and abet crimes against mankind. 
 

Today's so-called judicial system, Maritime Law (also known as Commercial Law/Contract Law), does not include 

rights whatsoever for the living man and woman and is a fraudulent control system using countless layers of trickery to 

deceive mankind - to deliberate entrap those unaware that this system is fraudulent, criminal and invalid - in order to 

make money off of us and do to us as they wish.  
 

The globalists and all those working in the legal system pretend their unlawful and invalid judicial system and laws are 

real and valid - and trick us into believing this is the case through their well-trained posture and presentation, 

"superiority" because of their well-practiced and groomed "airs and graces", "fine words" and "costumes/uniforms" to 

engrain into our minds a belief that the sum of these costumes, complicated routines, fancy words, presentation and 

posture make up a REAL valid law system - when they do not. All is fraudulent.  
 

Today's laws and legal system are high level fraud - and all working in this system know it - and earn huge amounts of 

money at your expense - from you not knowing this. Only lawyers working active with real human rights or Common 

Law are working for mankind, otherwise only for their own masters and pockets.    
 

Unfortunately, because you are not aware of the above reality, you turn to this "system" in hope of obtaining fairness 

and retribution for crime perpertrated against you - that was very likely perpertrated by those running this system in 

the first place - more often than not freemasons - who run and control the system on behalf of its owners: the Vatican, 

European royalty and big banks and corporate families!  
 

Example: 
 

The freemasons run CPS (Child Protection Services) to kidnap your child/ren. When this happens you go to a lawyer 

or "barrister" (United Kingdom) unaware that using a lawyer is entrapment - because lawyers and barristers practice 

"at the bar" and their practice at the "bar" is their training INTO the reality of their law system's invalidity and fraud. 

There they receive grooming in posture and entrapment techniques so they can carry out organized crime, fraud and 

entrapment while posing as "respected members of society", forcing innocent men and women into being PERSONS 

and SUBJECTS, TAX NUMBERS and TITLES so they are tricked into being something else than their real self - 

living man and woman with their Creator-given birth rights. Unaware that the criminals behind your child's kidnapping 

ALSO run this "legal" system you turn to a lawyer as your saviour, no different than going to your hangman and 

asking him not to hang you.  
 

But not only that - the judge in that courtroom has very likely already sold your child BEFORE it was kidnapped! 

These freemasons kidnap children on demand and have already decided where they will go to, be sexually abused to 

death in their occult rituals, killed for their organs or imprisoned until the age of 18 years in a fosterhome or institute 

where the foster parents are close freemason buddies of the judge, and probably pedophiles too, and the judge has 

share ownership in the holding company owning this company and profiting on your child's imprisonment.   
 

You go to them for justice (= just ice and not fairness) and then they hand out "justice" - i.e. you end up making 

THEM rich, while you go bankrupt trying to get back your child/ren or get back your reputation - which they have 

ruined by setting you up in some way or other - placing fake evidence for example, in the same way they claim and 

make false reports giving them a lame excuse to kidnap your child/ren!  
 

Let's talk about Justicia or Lady Justice, the figure of a woman blinded with cloth, holding a set of scales, a Libra in 

one hand, and a sword in the other, representing the judicial system. And why is this figure often found in churches 

too, not just in ROYAL COURTs?   
 

The typical Lady Justice figurine often seen in court, on the desktops of lawyers or in chuch's stained- glass windows, 

as statues or in historical paintings is dressed in Roman attire, and her eyes are covered by a cloth covering her eyes so 

she is blind. In one hand she holds a set of scales (Libra) that are not tipped in balance, but unbalanced = you won't get 

any fairness in this system, and in the other hand a sword.  
 

Her eyes are covered by a bind so she cannot see the living man and woman and she carries a set of scales = to weigh a 

product that can be bought and sold. The Lady Justice figurine or statue (statutes are not laws) reveals the truth hidden 

in plain sight. Statutes are not laws, she is blind to the truth (of the living man and woman with their Creator-given 

rights) and holds an uneven balanced set of scales (no fairness, and treating and selling the living man or woman as a 
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"product". The sword represents the crusaders of the Vatican's Knights of Malta, today joined by European royalty and 

the banks/corporations.   

  

The pommel, grip, guard and upper blade of a sword look identical to crucifixes that adorn necklaces, with its wearers 

unaware of its real symbolism, associating it with a positive symbol. "Jesus" was crucified on a cross, a crucifix, the 

sword of the Vatican. The Vatican's use of the cross (sword) is a symbol to those who stand in its way: "You cross us 

(Rome), we cross you" (crucify you).  Out of the dead body of a recently murdered victim only the upper end of the 

sword was visible (the above-mentioned pommel, grip, guard and upper blade of sword). This is same symbolism 

portrayed and used in Jesus's crucifixion. We are brainwashed to believe the crucifixion represents something holy, but 

just look and listen again to the word holy. Whole lie.  
 

The sword symbolises the Vatican's death and destruction revealing its true roots: a pedophile, satanic death cult. This 

is why you often see sword symbols on either side of an entrance to a church's grounds or graveyard. You are entering 

the land of the dead. Many wear a cross symbolically, believing it is a positive symbol, associating it with some form 

of security, unaware of its real meaning. The word meaning = nasty. Also worth reflecting over is the word crucifixion 

which is a rewrite of cruxi-fiction which reveals more than most would be comfortable to think about!  

                                                                                                                                                                                   

In the just ice system you are treated as a non-living being. They do not see you, the system closes its eyes to you, is 

blind by design to you, because the people behind the system do not wish to face their innocent victims - do not want 

to see the living man and woman - because they have invented a fake legal and law system that does not have anything 

to do with the living - that they KNOW have full rights - and by not officially seeing them - they can only relate to you 

as a dead entity - so they can do to you as they wish - and do - and this is why Lady Justice does not see you - because 

the entire system is blinded by design. Lady Justice is selling you a lie, an illusion, like politics and democracy.   
 

Today's laws and legal system are freemason-controlled systems allowing, aiding and abetting all of this on behalf of 

the three cooperating groups today controlling the world making up the three sides of the global CORPORATION = 

the Vatican, royalty and leading bank and corporation families - whose ancestors invented today's societal control 

systems, and use them on us, with them above the law. They write whatever laws suits them - heralded by unelected 

politicians who claim they represent us - when they do not - they are not even selected by us as they were never 

handpicked by us - and therefore their laws are null and void.  
 

You also need to know that politicians are corporate entities working for private-owned corporations - there are no 

governments - only corporations posing as governments - that are private-owned businesses using contract law - all 

transactions are contracts. Corporations can ONLY contract with other corporations (businesses) and living man and 

woman are NOT corporations, and therefore no law or mandate or regulation or rule or judgment ever written or 

passed through by any politician is valid, and the same applies to all verdicts passed in their fake banana republic 

private-owned commercial COURTS.  
 

Today, in July 2021, this system is totally weaponized against mankind, allowing them, according to themselves, to 

write and put in place laws, allowing them to send assassins out to kill us either with a lethal injection or be shot.   
 

Now some history of this system: 

For hundreds of years we have been forced into the Law of the Sea (Maritime Law) which started just after the Roman 

time. Today's Law of the Sea/Maritime Law was introduced by British Royalty and navy early in the 1600s to enable 

and justify the Crown of England's conquering of the world and putting it under ownership of the Crown.  
 

The real pirates were the Crown's navy whose "methodology" was copied by most other royalty in the world both for 

self-protection against the British navy as well as to enrich the then dual-owned countries of Roman Papalcy 

represented by bishops and cardinal,s as equal owners to land and riches with the Crown. This is why you have been 

paying land taxes to the Vatican and European royalty all over the planet.  
 

When Napoleon Bonaparte lost the battle of Waterloo against Lord Wellington's army, the Crown was bankrupt, both 

in France, England and other countries. The ones with money were private bank families, speculators and investors 

who then saw an opportunity to make money off the Crown's taxes by lending money to the Crown at ridiculous low 

interest rates. To make a long story short, the Rothschild bank family member Nathan Rothschild was ahead of all 

other banks and speculators information-wise, so when Rothschild's agents reported to Nathan Rothschild that 

Wellington had won he then spread false rumours that Wellington had lost to Napoleon which meant the Crown was 

bankrupt and could not pay back their debt to banks and speculators, who then panicked and almost gave away their 

guarantee of payback from the Crown after the war was won, so that the Rothschilds could buy up Britain for pennies 

on the dollar (buy up cheap) from the speculators and banks in the biggest fraudulent bank swindle in history - up until 
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now! This is how the Rothschild family became bankers to royalty and nobility all over Europe including Russia, and 

started to intermarry into royalty and nobility to become one super rich powerful family to rule the world. 
 

And now, make a jump forward in time to just after World War II to Bretton Woods Agreement meetings where 

today's Maritime Law-based piracy taxation and plundering systems of Human Rights were decided and agreed upon 

headed by three separate power structures: royalty, Papalcy and a group of bank families headed by the Rothschilds 

and Rockefellers. These are the ones who introduced the Maritime Law on the Living Land of the Living Man and the 

Living Man's life. In doing so they introduced capital law which is the law of money, wealth, business and 

enslavement of human peasants as their workers to be taxed through so many hidden and open taxes that most of our 

salaries would be reentered into the power structure's pockets by the end of each month.  
 

All the time, since before the crusades, secret societies rooted in occultism and religion were used to scare people into 

submission to the Vatican church and the Roman Empire. These are those you know as freemasons lodges, although 

they use many names, like Lions and Rotary or the Red Cross. The latter used to be the Knights of Malta. These are all 

over the world, ensuring that each country in the world is controlled by money, religion, royalty, politics and policing 

brutality rooted in freemasonry.  
 

These freemason lodges ensure that no-one enters important positions in the political societal control systems that has 

not prior to this proven their commitment to freemasonry by committing unforgiveable crimes of pedophilia, slaughter, 

blood-sucking seremonies of babies and small children before live cameras. This is done to ensure every disciple 

within freemasonry = the society controlling and running elite of each country, serve their masters = Papalcy, Crown 

and the bankster gangsters', to ensure their endless influx of money, wealth and world control and ownership over 

everything except the living man, the living water, the living land and the living space which is all protected by the 

Law of One as your Creator self, protecting all living life on planet Earth.  
 

Also worth knowing is the truth about "Human Rights". The "Human Rights" that everyone talk about these days were 

invented by the UNITED NATIONS to hide the fact that the globalists a few years earlier removed your rights. They 

invented these "Human Rights" to make you think you now had extra secure rights, when in reality you have none in 

this system - because in this system you are a subject, a title that has the right for legal representation - but the right to 

legal representation is not the same as being your true self with your Creator-given rights by birth.  
 

When you accept their system, you give up your Creator-given rights and accept their system, which they present as 

something positive to you "you can have legal representation". This handing over of your rights is not unlike today's 

voting system, where when you vote, you accept, without knowing it, their fraudulent political, monetary and judicial 

systems.  
 

The word human = you man and is not the same as I am in the I am living man or woman in Natural Law/Universal 

Law or the one true Law as given by Creator, the Law of One.  
 

The Law of One is simple. It say that each and every living man/woman/insect/animal/bird and all living life in the 

entire universe is equal and that no one may decide over any other but oneself. The elite, or illuminati, have broken the 

Law of One with Creator. A few of them, at the top levels of the legal industry are well aware of this, particularly 

judges, who are masters of deceit, using today's variant of Maritime/Commercial law against mankind to protect the 

system's owners.  
 

Today's so-called legal or judicial system is all about ensuring that the owners of the system - the "CAPITAL" people 

(Crown, Vatican and select bank and business families - responsible for today's attempted genocide - and often 

resident in "capital cities") can make money off of and override individual "capital" (human) beings through the old 

piracy law system known as Maritime Law, by redefining us from living human man and woman with all Creator-

given rights into being a capital income source/person for the aforementioned owners of the system. 
 

You also need to learn the meaning of the word jurisdiction. This is in reality a word that camouflages the fact that we 

live under Jewish dictation through laws enforced upon us under the name: juris diction. Out of Great Britain came the 

Maritime Law system because Britain is a group of islands in the sea. Maritime Law is also the Admiralty flag because 

it was the royal navy that ruled the seas. Admiralty Law is represented by the admiralty flag with golden fringes or the 

split flag to show that the individual country's laws have been removed. You also have Roman Law that after 

establishment of the Vatican became the Law of the Holy See. These three Law systems are the pillars of today's 

jewish diction system (jurisdiction). All of them represent three sides of the triangle we know as the all-seeing eye of 

the GOD of the Vatican which the Vatican invented to control man through superstition and religious belief. 
 

The confusion and reality of these parallel existing systems today can be seen in America where you have federal laws 

which are laws applying to all states, with the states having their own laws also, which is why all the states have their 
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own Congress with their own politicians and government. Sheriffs are elected by the people, working for the people, 

while the Police Chief represents state and FBI represent the country. The fringed flag in state buildings is the 

Admiralty Jewish diction laws which in reality is British royalty intermarried with the Rothschilds and other super rich 

family members of the banks.  
 

These three private interest systems represent today's Constitutional Law which apply to all countries in the world 

under Maritime Jewish diction in the Holy Land and See. None of them are valid in regard to living man or woman 

because we are under a very little known life protective Law named the Law of One Creator self.  
 

We also need to pay attention to the word Law itself. Law means al-law-ed = allowed, something you are permitted to 

do, which implies that you have to ask someone for permission to do something in the first place. This is very clear in 

the Norwegian language, where permission = lov. We are taught what we are permitted which is a total suppressive 

control mechanism. We need to question all of the above to see why we need to create something new and fair for the 

future. 
 

We are living man and woman by nature. We are natural beings, not capital beings. Capitalized beings refers to the 

monetary system = monetized "PERSONS"/SUBJECTS/NUMBERS = SLAVES" they can tax or V.A.T. or fine or 

punish in any way, but not within the Law of the Living man and the living woman in the living land in the living 

water in the living space under Law of One Creator self.  
 

The nearest we have on Earth today to fairness is International Common Law because this Law represent the living 

man and the living woman, and is not subject to being monetized, taxed or encorporated into the International 

Constitional Law system under Maritime Law.  
 

In Common Law each living man or living woman have the right to decide everything in one's own life except when 

committing crimes against another, with a proven crime and onto a proven victim. Refusing a vaccine is not a crime 

but a right everyone on Earth have, and no-one have the right to trick or force a living man or woman into any form of 

contract. Everything shall be offered and explained in all facets of what the offer is, represent and is meant for with 

full clarity and its benefits to you - and can do to you or for you, and then you can accept or decline. When you say no, 

you have said no (declined). Any further push or threat or entrapment or other means (fines) of forcing you or pressing 

you or tricking you or scaring you into accepting an offer is punishable with jailtime and even execution if an offer 

intentionally has been developed to deliberate profit from destroying someone's health or life. 
 

Everyone has the right to self-decide and to protect one's own life and other living life with any method or even 

weapon when forcefully attacked by someone representing private or government or corporate entities. Remember that 

if someone wants you to take a vaccine, demand that the one wanting you to take that specific vaccine takes it before 

your eyes so you can see whether it causes death or destruction of their body or not, and even if it causes them no 

immediate problems, it can be a time bomb, so ask them to come back to you in 10 years to show that they are well 

and then you can still say no - because it is up to each living man and living woman to decide absolute everything 

related to your own body and life.  
 

As a parent YOU decide until your children are 18 years of age. And on a final note, you should ask yourself why the 

broker of all insurance companies, Lloyds of London, does not pay compensation for damages caused by vaccines, 

medication and radiation technology, and why you are no longer insured the moment you take a COVID-19 related 

"vaccine". They know the above are all weapons designed to kill and destroy you as they are part of the New World 

Order/Bilderberg group bank and insurance system. You should also ask yourself why you are no longer wanted as a 

blood donor when you are COVID-19 vaccinated. 
 

By definition each living man or living woman, living child or living animal/bird/water being/insect etc are all natural 

beings protected by the Law of One which is One Creator self's protective law of all living life on planet Earth and 

surrounding space. The living man/woman/child/animal/insect etc on the living land on the living seas/water on the 

living Earth are all protected by Creator self rights, because we are all One Creator self walking the Earth in different 

body types to experience life on behalf of One Creator self direct, because all is part and parcel of the one and same 

Creator self-aware energy self.  
 

This is why the word One is used as there is only One, no other. All is variation on the same self-aware energy self 

energized by the one and only self-aware energy self. As there is no other one but One, all is equal and no one has the 

right to decide for or over any other one, but oneself.  
 

The "illuminati" think that GOD is the same as One Creator self, unaware that our GOD is an invention put in place in 

our hearts and minds for us to embrace and turn to in times of trouble and need. The Vatican GOD is in reality the 

cloak of Game of Devil. Remember that the Vatican eminated out of the Roman Empire as the then priesthood's more 
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peaceful alternative to war by "winning peoples' trust" through faith in "GOD" instead of conquering them with 

violence.   
 

The purpose of this article is in part to inform you of what is totally wrong with today's Earth society, to give you 

enough background information in order to be able to inform others, so that more and more will see reality and see 

why we need change.  
 

You can read information about the channeled One World Society real direct democracy model in earlier channelings 

in "Related Articles" below. 
 


